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The Legends expansion introduces the new legend card 
type into Warhammer: Invasion The Card Game. This new 
card type is used to highlight some of the greatest heroes in 
the history of the Old World. These cards have power and 
abilities that represent their individual strengths as well as 
their effect on your forces as a whole.

Legend Card Breakdown
1. Card Type

2. Cost

3. Loyalty Icons

4. Hit Points

5. Kingdom Power Icons

6. Collector Information

7. Card Effects

8. Quest Power Icons

9. Race Symbol

10. Card Title

11. Battlefield Power Icons

Expansion Symbol
The cards in the Legends expansion can 
be identified by this symbol before their 
collector number. 
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Legend Card Rules
Legend cards are shuffled into a player’s deck like all 

other cards. However, a player must play a legend from 
his hand directly onto his capital board (instead of into 
a zone). Legends can only be played onto a capital board 
with a loyalty icon that matches that legend. A player is 
considered to be taking an action (with restrictions) when 
playing a legend. The restrictions are that the legend cannot 
be played in response to another action, and the legend 
must be played during the owner’s capital phase.

Legends are their own card type and are not affected by 
card effects that target unit, support, or tactic cards. Each 
player may only have one legend card in play at a time. If 
a player controls a legend, he may not play another legend 
until the legend he controls leaves play.

Legends have a cost, loyalty icons, hit points, and power. 
Their power icons are split between the battlefield, quest, 
and kingdom zones. A legend contributes its kingdom 
power during the kingdom phase and its quest zone power 
during the quest phase, as if it were located in those zones. 
During the battlefield phase, a legend may use its battlefield 
power to attack as though it were a unit located in the 
battlefield zone. The legend can deal and receive combat 
damage as though it were a unit but cannot be targeted by 
card effects that target units.

During the battlefield phase, the active player may choose 
to attack his opponent’s legend instead of his opponent’s 
capital. After the active player declares which zone he is 
attacking, he must declare whether he is attacking that zone 
of the capital or a legend through this zone. 

After the active player declares that he is attacking 
a legend, he declares attackers as normal. Then, the 
defending player has an opportunity to declare defenders. 
Only units in the defending zone can defend a legend. 

If any units are declared as defenders of a legend, enough 
damage to destroy each defending unit must be assigned 
before any damage can be assigned to the legend. Also, it 
is important to note that a defending legend contributes the 

power it has (as damage) in the zone to the battle. 

If a legend is dealt damage equal to or greater than its 
hit points, it is destroyed.

Example: During his battlefield phase, Jim wants to attack 
Tom’s legend, Karl Franz (who has 4 hit points).

First, Jim declares the quest zone as the target zone of his 
attack. Next, he indicates that he is attacking Tom’s legend 
through the zone. 

Then, Jim must decide which of his units will be 
participating in the attack. He decides to attack with the 
Chaos Knights and Savage Marauders that are in play in 
his battlefield.

After attackers have been declared, Tom has the chance 
to declare defenders. Tom can only declare units in the 
defending zone (his quest zone) as defenders. Tom has a 
Peasant Militia and Huntsmen in his quest zone. He decides 
to defend with both of them. 

Next, each player must determine how much damage his 
participating units will inflict in the battle. Jim’s units will 
inflict a total of 5 damage (3 power on the Chaos Knights 
and 2 power on the Savage Marauders). Tom’s units will 
inflict a total of 3 damage (1 power on the Huntsmen and 2 
power on Karl Franz). 

After determining how much damage is inflicted, the 
players then assign that damage starting with the attacker.

Since Jim must assign enough damage to destroy all 
defending units before he can assign damage to the legend, 
he first assigns 3 damage to the Peasant Militia (who have 
3 hit points) and 1 damage to the Huntsmen (who have 1 
hit point). Then, he assigns 1 damage to Karl Franz. Tom 
assigns 1 damage to the Savage Marauders and 2 damage 
to the Chaos Knights. After all damage has been assigned, 
it is applied simultaneously to all units and legends. The 
Peasant Militia, Huntsmen, and Savage Marauders are 
destroyed. The Chaos Knights survive with 2 damage, and 
Karl Franz survives with 1 damage.


